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Statistics of power injection in a plate set into chaotic vibration
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Abstract. A vibrating plate is set into a chaotic state of wave turbulence by either a periodic or a random local forcing. Correlations between 
the forcing and the local velocity response of the plate at the forcing point are studied. Statistical models with fairly good agreement with the 
experiments are proposed for each forcing. Both distributions of injected power have a logarithmic cusp for zero power, while the tails are 
Gaussian for the periodic driving and exponential for the random one. The distributions of injected work over long time intervals are 
investigated in the framework of the fluctuation theorem, also known as the Gallavotti-Cohen theorem. It appears that the conclusions of the 
theorem are verified only for the periodic, deterministic forcing. Using independent estimates of the phase space contraction, this result is 
discussed in the light of available theoretical framework.

Keywords Fluctuation phenomena, random processes, noise, and Brownian motion, mechanical and elastic waves; vibrations, 
nonlinearity, bifurcation, and symmetry breaking

1 Introduction

The statistical distribution of energy and energy fluxes
are central questions concerning out-of-equilibrium dissi-
pative systems with a large number of degrees of freedom.
As energy fluxes are initiated when forcing the system,
it is fundamental to measure the statistics of the power
injected in the system, as in hydrodynamic fully devel-
oped turbulence [1–4], turbulent thermal convection [5,6],
or turbulent gravity waves [7].

On the theoretical side, the derivation of the fluctua-
tion theorem [8–10] was a major achievement as it pro-
vided, apparently for the first time, an exact result to
characterize systems far from equilibrium. The fluctuation
theorem (FT), also known as the Gallavotti-Cohen theo-
rem, essentially requires time-reversibility (in addition to
less stringent conditions not discussed here, see e.g. [11–13]
for a review). A steady-state version of the FT can be for-
mulated as follows. Let p(t) be the instantaneous injected
power, 〈p〉 its time-average and ετ its (nondimensional)
average over a time interval of length τ ,

ετ =
1
τ

∫ t+τ

t

p(t′)
〈p〉 dt′.

a e-mail: cadot@ensta.fr

The theorem states the following equivalence for the asym-
metry function

ρ(ετ ) =
1
τ

ln
π(+ετ )
π(−ετ )

∼ δετ when τ → +∞,

where π(ετ ) is the probability density function of ετ .
In the chaotic version of the FT (relying on the chaotic

hypothesis [8,9]), δ is the rate of contraction in the phase
space. In the stochastic version [10,14], 〈p〉/δ is the tem-
perature of the stochastic Langevin bath with which the
system is in contact. In this formulation, the FT roughly
states that the probability that the system gives back
work becomes exponentially smaller than the probability
that it takes work – if formulated in terms of entropy, the
probability that entropy production is negative becomes
small. Alternatively, this theorem describes how the sys-
tem reaches the average behaviour for power injection (or
entropy production).

All experimental verifications of the FT have been per-
formed on systems with very few (1 to 3) degrees of free-
dom [15–19]. The first attempts in turbulent systems [3,5]
were hindered by the slow convergence of the statistics
and the lack of events with negative power. As empha-
sized in [20], ρ(ετ ) is linear in ετ for small values of the
parameter, so that a verification of the FT requires re-
liable measurements up to values of ετ of order 1. This
range was achieved in gravito-capillary wave turbulence
with a random forcing [7], however the asymmetry func-
tion ρ(ετ ) turned out to converge to a nonlinear function
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when τ → ∞. This disagreement with the fluctuation the-
orem might be ascribed to the lack of time-reversibility of
the equations of hydrodynamics. However, one might con-
sider instead of the system the ensemble of all its inter-
acting atoms, for which the equations of motion are time-
reversible. Another plausible explanation stems from the
random forcing. Indeed, the nonlinear ρ(ετ ) obtained ex-
perimentally [7] is in agreement with the prediction of [21]
for a particle submitted to viscous damping and a random
Gaussian external force.

A number of questions arise. Is the fluctuation theo-
rem relevant to turbulent systems where many degrees of
freedom are involved? What is the role of the nature of
the forcing? To investigate these questions, we consider a
vibrating plate driven with a large amplitude force, which
sets it into a chaotic state of wave turbulence [22–24].
In this state, a superimposition of random waves with a
broadband spectrum propagate in the system [25,26]. We
drive the plate with either a deterministic, sinusoidal force
or with a random, Gaussian one. In each case, we investi-
gate the correlations between the force and the local veloc-
ity response of the plate, the statistics of the power input,
and whether the fluctuation theorem is fulfilled. The arti-
cle is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the
experimental setup. In Section 3, we give our experimen-
tal results and compare them to theoretical results either
from previous work or derived here. Finally in Section 4,
we discuss our results which highlight the importance of
the nature of the forcing.

2 Experiment

The experimental set-up is the same as in [23], except that
the excitation device is now replaced by a magnet-coil sys-
tem. The vibrating plate is a steel plate suspended by each
of its corners to a rigid frame (see Fig. 1). The plate was
chosen for its very high modal density, obtained by large
dimensions 2 m × 1 m for a thickness of h = 0.5 mm.
Material properties were estimated as: Young’s modulus
E = 200 GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 and mass per unit
volume ρ = 7800 kg/m3. The forcing device consists of a
coil and a permanent magnet simply magnetized on the
steel plate (see Figs. 1 and 2). When the plate is at rest,
the magnet position is d = −1 mm as depicted by the
dashed rectangle in Figure 2. It has been shown in [27]
that in this configuration, the force F acting on the mag-
net is proportional to the current I(t) circulating in the
coil F (t) = KI(t). The current is measured by insert-
ing an ohmic resistance of 0.12 Ω in series with the coil.
For the calibration, we used the previous measurements
in [23], where the excitation was performed with a shaker
mounted with a force sensor. The proportionality constant
K was estimated by comparing the measured fluctuating
current (when the plate is forced by the electromagnetic
exciter with sinusoidal current) to the measured fluctuat-
ing force (when the plate is forced by the shaker with a si-
nusoidal tension) for the same fluctuating normal velocity
of the plate at the application point of the forcing. The
proportionality constant found is K = 0.456 N/A. The

Fig. 1. Sketch of the experimental set-up showing the steel
plate suspended to the frame. Dimensions are in cm. The elec-
tromagnetic exciter (a coil) is placed in front of a magnet. The
force acting on the magnet is controlled by the current in the
coil, a laser vibrometer measures the normal velocity at the
other side of the plate, exactly at the magnet location.

current

plate

22 12

d

6

27

magnet position at rest (d=−1)

coil magnet magnetcoil

Fig. 2. Electromagnetic exciter. The magnet is radially cen-
tred with the axis of the coil cavity. The dashed rectangle rep-
resents the magnet position when the plate is at rest (d = −1).
Dimensions are in mm.

normal velocity v at the application point of the forcing
is measured with a laser vibrometer from Polytec (model
OFV 056), as depicted in Figure 1. The normal velocity
v and the coil intensity I are simultaneously acquired at
the sampling frequency of 2000 Hz.

We present two experiments with fundamentally differ-
ent forcing. A signal generated by a PC is amplified with a
QSC audio RMX 2450 professional power amplifier which
supply the coil. For the first experiment, referred to as the
periodic forcing, the signal is sinusoidal with a frequency
of 75 Hz. For the second experiment, referred to as the
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Fig. 3. Power spectrum of the force F and the normal velocity v for the periodic forcing (a) and the random forcing (b).
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Fig. 4. Excitation with a periodic force. Time series of the
local force (a), normal velocity at the forcing point (b) and
injected power in the plate (c).

random forcing, the signal is a white noise in the range
0.001 Hz to 75 Hz, but the resulting force on the mag-
net is modified by the frequency response of the amplifier.
The auto power spectrum PF (f) of the resulting force F
is shown in Figure 3a for the periodic forcing and 3b for
the random forcing. For each case, the velocity response
is chaotic. The power spectrum Pv(f) in Figure 3 covers a
wide range of frequencies. The part for the high frequen-
cies (f > 75 Hz) is insensitive to the nature of the forcing,
and corresponds to the domain of wave turbulence inves-
tigated in [23,24].

In order to obtain enough statistics for data process-
ing, the acquisition duration was 15 h for the periodic
forcing and 9 h for the random forcing. For each case, the
amplitude of the force was chosen to be sufficiently high to
reach the wave turbulence state but low enough to avoid
excessive heat that could damage the ohmic resistance of
0.12 Ω during the long acquisition. The circuitry (coil and
resistance) was also ventilated with a fan for cooling to
insure a steady state.
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Fig. 5. Excitation with a random force. Time series of the
local force (a), normal velocity at the forcing point (b) and
injected power in the plate (c).

Table 1. Average and standard deviations of power p (mW),
force F (N) and normal velocity v (mm/s) related to the peri-
odic and random forcing. The correlation coefficient of F and
v is r = 〈F v〉

σF σv
= 〈p〉

σF σv
.

Forcing 〈p〉 σp σF σv r

periodic 54.34 145.2 1.72 46.52 0.680

random 18.9 107.2 1.12 31.73 0.531

3 Results

3.1 Statistics of the forcing

Time series of the force F (t), velocity v(t) and injected
power p(t) = F (t) v(t) are displayed Figure 4 for the
periodic forcing and in Figure 5 for the random forcing.
The force is computed in Newton from the current cir-
culating in the coil as explained in Section 2. For each
case the normal velocity of the plate (Fig. 4b and Fig. 5b)
presents a chaotic behavior corresponding to the wave tur-
bulence regime as described in [23,24].
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Fig. 6. Probability density functions of the reduced force F/σF (a) and reduced normal velocity v/σv (b) for periodic forcing
(thick line) and random forcing (thin line). The dashed line is a Gaussian statistic.

Fig. 7. Joint pdf of the force F and the normal velocity v for the periodic forcing (a) and random forcing (b). The continuous
lines correspond to the experiments. The dashed lines in (a) correspond to the periodic model (see text) and in (b) to the bivariate
Gaussian distribution (see text) for same correlation coefficient r and standard deviations σF and σv. The isoprobability contours
are logarithmically spaced, and are separated by factors of 10.

In the following, 〈x〉 denotes the time average of the
variable x and σx =

√〈(x − 〈x〉)2〉 its standard deviation.
The statistics are performed over the whole duration of
the experiments. Table 1 summarizes the main statistical
magnitudes of the force, velocity and input power of both
experiments. Whatever the forcing, the force in Figure 4a
or 5a, and the normal velocity in Figure 4b or 5b, fluctuate
around a zero temporal mean value. Although the forcing
is stronger for the periodic case than for the random case,
the ratio of the response to the excitation σv/σF are equiv-
alent; 0.27 (m/s)/N for periodic forcing and 0.28 (m/s)/N
for the random forcing. The variables are strongly corre-
lated, the correlation coefficient r between F and v (see
Tab. 1), r = 〈Fv〉

σF σv
= 〈p〉

σF σv
is larger for the periodic case

than for the random case. The injected power in Figures 4c
and 5c present intermittent fluctuations around non-zero
and positive mean values corresponding to the dissipation

of the system. We find for mean injected power (i.e. mean
dissipation), 〈p〉 = 54.4 mW for the periodic forcing and
〈p〉 = 18.9 mW for the random forcing. For both cases,
the fluctuation rate computed from Table 1 is very large;
σp/〈p〉 = 267% for periodic forcing and 567% for random
forcing. Because the dissipation is small compared to the
power fluctuations, negative events of injected power are
often observable, more frequently for the random forcing
than for the periodic forcing.

The pdf of the force is plotted in Figure 6a for both
types of forcing. As imposed by the exciter, we recover the
pdf of a sine function for the periodic case, and a Gaus-
sian distribution for the random forcing. The response of
the system is shown in Figure 6b. We can see that the
pdfs of the normal velocity are rather close to Gaussian.
The deviation from the Gaussian depends on the type of
forcing: the pdf is symmetric and sub-Gaussian for the
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Fig. 8. Probability density functions of the reduced injected power p/〈p〉 for the periodic forcing (a) and random forcing (b).
Experimental data (thick lines) and models (thin lines, see text) obtained by numerical integration of equation (9) for (a) and
directly by equation (12) for (b) without any fitting parameters in each case. the dashed line in (a) is a Gaussian.

periodic forcing and skewed (with an excess of negative
events) for the random forcing. While the imperfections
of the plate [23] can explain the asymmetry in the ve-
locity fluctuations response, it appears that the random
forcing is more sensitive to these imperfections than the
periodic forcing.

The joint pdfs of the force F and the normal velocity v
are shown in Figure 7. They are drastically different, but
both exhibit a strong positive correlation between F and
v. They are compared to statistical models (dashed lines)
that will be presented and discussed in next sub-section.
Likewise, the difference in injected power statistics is strik-
ing, as displayed in Figure 8. For the periodic forcing in
Figure 8a, the tails for both positive and negative events
match asymptotically the Gaussian statistics while for the
random forcing in Figure 8b, the tails are exponential,
with a strong asymmetry of positive skewness. These tails
show that large fluctuations are regular for the periodic
forcing and intermittent for the random forcing. This fun-
damental difference between the two types of forcing can
be recovered by the statistical models discussed hereafter.

3.2 Statistical models for the injected power

3.2.1 Periodic model

When the plate is periodically forced with

F = σF

√
2 sin(2πft), (1)

one can view the normal velocity response v as the sum of
a sinusoidal time-dependent variable related to the forcing
and a Gaussian variable u related to wave turbulence. We
then simply write the sinusoidal variable as proportional

to the sinusoidal forcing

v = u +
rσv

σF
F, (2)

where the prefactor of F has been adjusted so that 〈p〉 =
〈Fv〉 = rσvσF , assuming that u and F are independent.
Taking the average of the square of (2), we obtain a rela-
tion between the standard deviations of u and v,

σ2
v =

σ2
u

1 − r2
. (3)

The injected power can be written as

p = vF = uF +
rσv

σF
F 2. (4)

Then, introducing

q =
r√

1 − r2
, (5)

the pdf of p can be computed as

fp(p̃ = p/〈p〉) =∫
fF (F̃ )fu(ũ) δ

(
p̃ − 1

q
F̃ ũ − F̃ 2

)
dF̃ dũ (6)

where

fv(ũ = u/σu) =
1√
2π

exp
(
− ũ2

2

)
(7)

is the pdf of the Gaussian variable and

fF (F̃ = F/σF ) =
1

π
√

2 − F̃ 2
(8)
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Fig. 9. Periodic forcing. Statistics of the averaged injected power ετ on time durations of τ (in increasing order as displayed by
the arrow 3.5 ms ; 6.5 ; 13.5 ; 20 ; 26.5 ; 33.5 ; 40 ; 47.5 ; 52 ms) . Probability density function π(ετ ) (a) and ρ(ετ ) (b). Inset:
compensated value ρ(ετ )/ετ in a semi log plot. In (b) the dashed line corresponds to a linear law of slope δP = 700 Hz.

the pdf of the sinusoidal force. Therefore, (6) becomes

fp(p̃ = p/〈p〉) =√
1
π3

∫ √
2

0

q

F̃
√

2 − F̃ 2
exp

(
−q2

2

(
p̃

F̃
− F̃

)2

dF̃ . (9)

Apparently, it cannot be reduced to elementary functions.
However, this pdf has a Gaussian tail,

log fp(p̃) ∼ −1
4
q2p̃2 when p̃ → ∞, (10)

while at 0, this pdf has a logarithmic cusp,

fp(p̃) ∼ q

π3/2
log

(
1
p̃

)
when p̃ → 0. (11)

Therefore, it is most likely to inject zero power in the sys-
tem. For comparison with the experimental data, we only
need the experimental values given in Table 1 (implying
q = 0.926) as inputs of the model; there is no curve fitting.
The joint pdf of F and v of this statistical model is the
dashed line in Figure 7a and the pdf of injected power is
the thin line called “Periodic model” in Figure 8a. The
periodic model agrees very satisfactorily with the experi-
mental data.

3.2.2 Random model

For the random forcing, a similar shape to Figure 8b has
already been obtained and modelled in three-dimensional
hydrodynamic developed turbulence [28] and in two hy-
drodynamical systems driven by a random force: gravito-
capillary wave turbulence [7] and two-dimensional hydro-
dynamic turbulence [29]. We compare in Figure 7b, the
joint pdf of the force and the velocity to the bivariate

Gaussian distribution, having the same correlation coeffi-
cient r and standard deviation σv and σF as in the experi-
ment (see Tab. 1). The agreement is fairly good except for
simultaneous large events of same sign of F and v. These
events corresponding to the largest fluctuations of power
injection, are underestimated by the bivariate Gaussian
distribution for large events of negative velocity and over-
estimated for large events of positive velocity. This shift
is related to the negative skewness of the experimental
velocity distribution as displayed in Figure 6b. An ana-
lytical expression of the pdf of the injected power can be
computed [7] from the Gaussian bivariate distribution

fp(p̃ = p/σp) =
1

πσvσF

√
1 − r2

exp
(

rp̃

(1 − r2)σuσF

)
K0

(
p̃

(1 − r2)σvσF

)
, (12)

where K0(x) is the zeroth order modified Bessel function
of second kind. Again, this distribution has a logarithmic
cusp at zero power; in contrast, its tails are exponential.
The pdf of the injected power is the thin line plotted in
Figure 8b. Again, there is no curve fitting, and only the
data given in Table 1 are needed. The model agrees very
satisfactorily with the experiment, except again for the
large power positive deviation for the reason mentioned
above.

3.3 Fluctuation theorem

We now consider the (nondimensional) injected work dur-
ing a time interval τ ,

ετ =
1
τ

∫ t+τ

t

p(t′)
〈p〉 dt′, (13)
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Fig. 10. Random forcing. Statistics of the averaged injected power ετ on time durations of τ (in increasing order as displayed
by the arrow, 6.5 ms ; 13.5 ; 26.5 ; 40 ; 46.5 ; 53.5 ; 66.5 ; 80 ; 91.5 ms). Probability density function π(ετ ) (a) and ρ(ετ ) (b).
Inset: compensated value ρ(ετ )/ετ . In (b) the dashed line corresponds to the theoretical expectation of [21]: ρ(ετ ) = 4γετ if
ετ < 1/3 or ρ(ετ ) = 7γετ/4 + 3γ/2 − γ/(4ετ ) if ετ > 1/3 with 4γ = δR = 184 Hz.

and the asymmetry function

ρ(ετ ) =
1
τ

ln
π(+ετ )
π(−ετ )

, (14)

where π(ετ ) is the probability density function of ετ . The
quantity ρ(ετ ) is central for the fluctuation theorem [8–10],
whose conclusions lead to a linear relationship ρ(ετ ) = δετ

for τ → ∞. Here δ is the contraction rate of the phase
space in the chaotic version of the theorem, or 〈p〉/δ the
temperature of the stochastic bath in contact with the sys-
tem. The pdfs π(ετ ) are presented for several values of the
integral time duration τ in Figures 9a and 10a. For the pe-
riodic forcing in Figure 9a, the pdfs converge quickly to a
Gaussian distribution as τ increases. This is not observed
for the random forcing, for which the pdf remains very
different from the Gaussian even for the largest time dura-
tion studied τ = 91.5 ms. In both cases, events of negative
power are observable. We then plot in Figures 9b and 10b
the quantity ρ(ετ ) for each forcing. For the periodic forc-
ing a linear law ρ(ετ ) � δP ετ is found for durations τ
larger than 13.5 ms. We can see, in the inset of Figure 9b,
that ρ(ετ )/ετ converges to a unique value (estimated to
δP = 700 Hz) which is consistent with the conclusion of
the fluctuation theorem. For the random forcing presented
in Figure 10b, the relationship between ρ(ετ ) and τ is not
linear. The conclusion of the fluctuation theorem is not
verified. However for large τ , the curves ρ(ετ ) seem to
collapse on the nonlinear asymmetry function predicted
in [21]. The asymmetry curves are approximately linear,
ρ(ετ ) � δRετ , only for ετ < 1/3 as shown in the inset of
Figure 10b; we find δR = 184 Hz.

4 Discussion

We studied the statistic of the power input in a vibrating
plate set into a chaotic state of wave turbulence by either

a periodic or a random external forcing. The two driv-
ings lead to fundamentally different distributions for the
instantaneous power: with Gaussian tails in the periodic
case and exponential tails in the random case. A major
result is that the conclusion of the fluctuation theorem
is met only in the periodic case, while the results of [21]
hold in the random case. We hereafter discuss the origin
of these differences.

4.1 Origin of the stochasticity of power injection

We first try to relate the measurements to the equation
of motion of the plate, as well as to existing models for
energy fluxes in out of equilibrium systems. The vibra-
tion can be decomposed onto the first N eigenmodes of
the plate (with N arbitrary large). Denoting by xi(t) the
modal amplitude, Γi the modal damping rate, and ωi the
associated eigenfrequency, the dynamics is governed by,
for i = 1, ..., N :

ẍi + Γiẋi + ω2
i xi = 〈F, φi〉 + 〈FT , φi〉, (15)

where F (r, t) is the external force, FT (r, t) is the inter-
nal nonlinear force representing the wave turbulence feed-
back, φi(r) is the eigenmode shape, and 〈. , .〉 stands for
the scalar product associated to the linear operator of the
PDE of motion (von Kármán model, see e.g. [22,30]). Be-
cause wave turbulence is a chaotic state, we can reasonably
assume that FT is statistically independent from the forc-
ing F , except for the amplitude of FT , which is prescribed
by that of F .

Considering identical damping rates for all the excited
eigenmodes, equation (15) is exactly the starting point
of the stochastic version of the fluctuation theorem [10]
where N oscillators, in contact with a thermal bath, are
excited with a deterministic force. equation (15) should
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then describe the experimental case with the periodic forc-
ing, but assuming in addition that FT is δ-correlated in
time as stated in [10]; in that context, FT stands for the
effect of the thermal bath with which the oscillators are
in contact. Here FT has a finite correlation time which is
equivalent to a δ-correlation in the long time limit, so that
the plate should obey the fluctuation theorem, as we found
for ετ < 0.75 (see Fig. 9). The statistical model presented
in Section 3.2.1, yielding a distribution of instantaneous
power with a logarithmic cusp at zero and Gaussian tails
is in good agreement with the experimental result. This
model has been built with the assumption that the re-
sponse velocity can be viewed as a sum of a random noise
and a sine function which is consistent with equation (15).
The random noise term is due to wave turbulence feedback
which dominates the response for the periodic forcing.

Coming back to the full equation (15), the case such
that FT = 0 and F is a Gaussian variable was inves-
tigated theoretically in [21,31] for one oscillator; how-
ever this Langevin equation has then an unusual mean-
ing as the random variable plays the role of the forcing
and not that of a thermal bath. Therefore, the conclu-
sions of the fluctuation theorem are not met [21,31] as
in our experiment with the random forcing (Fig. 10b).
Furthermore, our experimental data seem to approach the
theoretical law of [21,31] for the asymmetry function ρ
when τ → ∞, for which one obtain a good collapse for
ετ < 0.75, as shown in Figure 10b. The agreement with
the Farago’s model shows that the feedback from wave tur-
bulence might be negligible; the properties of the injected
power could be then simply interpreted as the result of
a linear response of the velocity to a stochastic force. On
the other hand, the reduction of equation (15) to a single
oscillator might be irrelevant in our physical context and
the extension of Farago’s model to N oscillators would be
more adequate. Besides, the velocity response of the linear
dynamical system equation (15) is also Gaussian, but cor-
related to F , and the resulting joint pdf of v and F is the
bivariate normal distribution with a correlation coefficient
r = 〈vF 〉

σF σv
= σF

mγσv
[7,29], which yields a distribution of in-

stantaneous power with a logarithmic cusp at zero and
exponential tails. When the plate is randomly forced, we
also find experimentally these distributions (see Figs. 7b
and 8b).

4.2 Phase space contraction

The relationship between the asymmetry function ρ and
the rescaled work ετ defines a timescale of the power input
fluctuation for each type of forcing. It is surprising to find
the two timescales to be entirely different. In the periodic
case, the slope δP = 700 Hz (Fig. 9b) should correspond
to the phase space contraction, say γ = 700 Hz, while in
the random case the theoretical fit in Figure 10b gives a
value of the effective damping rate γ = δR/4 = 46 Hz.
In order to understand these values, we may consider the
plate as the set of oscillators corresponding to its excited
eigenmodes as in equation (15). Each eigenmode has a
well-defined damping rate Γi and phase contraction γ in

Fig. 11. (a): modal density h and damping rate Γ of the plate
as given in [32]. (b): phase space contraction for all oscillators
of frequencies in the interval (0, fM ) (see text).

the phase space should be the sum of all damping rates.
More quantitatively, let h(f) be the modal density (the
number of eigenmodes of frequency in the infinitesimal
interval (f, f + df) divided by df) and Γ (f) the damping
rate for a vibration at frequency f . Then the phase space
contraction for all oscillators of frequencies in the interval
(0, fM ) is

γ(fM ) =
∫ fM

0

Γ (f)h(f)df. (16)

Both Γ (f) and h(f) were measured in [32] for the same
plate and reported here in Figure 11a; it turns out that the
modal density is almost constant h(f) = 1.3 modes/Hz.

Using these measurements, we plot in Figure 11b the
phase space contraction γ(fM ) as a function of the maxi-
mal frequency fM of the oscillators involved. From this
figure, the periodic case value γ(fM ) = 700 Hz yields
fM ≈ 225 Hz which roughly corresponds to the cutoff fre-
quency of wave turbulence (see Fig. 3). This suggests that
the effective system comprises all eigenmodes involved in
wave turbulence, highlighting the chaotic nature of the
system. In contrast, the random case value γ(fM ) = 46 Hz
yields fM ≈ 31 Hz, which is half the magnitude of the
maximal frequency 75 Hz of the random forcing. This sug-
gests that the effective system is made of limited number
of oscillators. These remarks emphasize the fact that the
nonlinear dynamics is important for the periodic forcing
while the system is dominated by the linear dynamics for
the random forcing.
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4.3 Concluding remarks

The nature of the forcing turns out to be crucial for the
statistics of power input in a chaotic system. Although
we investigated the two limiting cases of a deterministic,
periodic forcing and a random, Gaussian one, one might
expect intermediate regimes, yet to be explored. We found
that the fluctuation theorem holds in the deterministic
case and not in the random one. In the context of turbu-
lent systems in general, it is not clear how useful would
be the fluctuation theorem. Actually, the energy flux from
the large scales to the dissipative scales might be domi-
nated by the randomness of the force applied by the large
scales. To clarify this issue, it is necessary to determine
how much randomness of the forcing is necessary to de-
part from the fluctuation theorem. To do so, much more
experimental and theoretical work is needed. On the one
hand, it would be interesting to compare the two types of
forcing in other turbulent systems. On the other hand, the
random forcing of a thermostated system does not seem
to have received theoretical attention so far.

The authors are grateful to K. Arcas for fruitful discussions
and for providing his measurements presented in Figure 11.
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